Seve Schmitz tastes the ‘Good Life’ in Minneapolis

.....Seve Schmitz is Head Greenkeeper at Ellesborough Golf Club near Wendover Berks.

Watermation

FOR ALL SPORTS TURF IRRIGATION

You can’t beat us when it comes to first class irrigation. With over 15 years experience behind us, we have installed irrigation systems all over Britain, in all the best places, and our sprinklers pop-up in Ireland, in Europe and in Africa.

But you probably know about our past. In the future we will continue to offer the best automatic irrigation installations but now we are ALSO OFFERING A NEW RANGE OF SPRINKLERS, CONTROLLERS AND OTHER SPECIALIST EQUIPMENT, ALL DESIGNED AND BUILT BY WATERMATION IN ENGLAND.

It isn’t all “just grass” to us — sometimes it isn’t even grass at all. We also design sprinkler systems for artificial surfaces.

So if you have a golf course, tennis court, bowling green, running track, football pitch . . . or even a whole town to be irrigated and monitored in the Middle East, we can offer you irrigation equipment which is specially designed and suitable for the needs of those areas.

Naturally, we can still supply you with all our usual range of equipment and spares and in fact we now have the most comprehensive range of irrigation equipment in the Country. THE CHOICE IS YOURS.

WATERMATION LTD.
Monument Way E.,
Woking, Surrey. GU21 5LY.
Woking (04862) 70303

also at:
Stirling (0786) 70252
Dublin 760964
Recently I was fortunate enough to be asked to attend the Toro Turf Professionals Conference held in Minneapolis, Minnesota, U.S.A.

Travel with me were Peter Wisbev from North Foreland Golf Club, Kent, Kevin McNiven from Effingham Golf Club, Steven and Bob Williams R.A.C. Golf Club at Epsom, Surrey. Accompanying us were Graham Dale, Sales Manager Lely Imports UK and Ian Kerry, Ian Kerry Machinery, Guildford, Surrey.

Having only ever flown once before, I found getting in a 747 for an 8 hour flight exciting in itself. We landed in Minneapolis to find beautiful weather. In summer the temperature can go up to 85° but because of a large climatic swing, winters can be very harsh, as low as 30°C with four feet of snow. The Golf season runs from approximately April through to the end of November when most Superintendents spray their greens with Fungicide and cover them with hay to protect them throughout the winter.

Our trip was for 9 days, but not all of it was conference and tours, far from it. Our hosts went out of their way to give us a great serious tour. All the Burgers were made in the hotel and covered throughout the winter.

During construction of the course 1 million tons of soil were moved to contour the fairways and greens, also the water table has lowered some 8 or 9 feet. How I would have come back in 5 years time to play that course, it was one of the most impressive public courses I have ever seen.

So, onto the Conference, there were about 50 participants apart from us few Brits. We were taken to the Toro Shakopee Plant where everything from GM3 cylinders to rotary blades down to small sundries are produced. The tour round this plant was fascinating if a little noisy. Next we were taken to Lyndale Avenue to see the design facilities. Toro are world leaders in this field because computers are used extensively during the design stages. Not being a computer buff I found this all a bit technical but Ian Kerry was in his element.

Next stop were the testing bays where every machine, before going to production, had to go through very extensive testing, for example engines are run for great lengths of time so that carbon build up and internal temperatures can be monitored.

The next morning saw us all on a coach at 6.00 a.m. ready to catch a train to Tomah, Wisconsin where Toro’s production plant is situated. The journey was very scenic and meandered beside the Mississippi. We spent most of the day at the plant where the motto of the Company is Pride in Excellence so much so that in certain parts of the factory quality inspectors have been removed and the responsibility is on the assembly team who provide a guarantee from every worker. Each worker can stop the production line at any time if they feel anything is wrong.

The last day of the conference was spent in round the table discussions, which surprisingly I found very interesting and rewarding. Toro also gained information in these talks from us.

I think other manufacturers could learn a lot by holding such a conference and then listening to those people who use their machinery day in, day out.

Finally there was a true American Razzamataz style Farewell Banquet. It was extremely well organised. We were shown a slide show that evening from pictures that a photographer had been taking of us during the entire conference, we were also all presented with a group photo.

To summarise my trip I feel the Toro Company are fully committed to trying to understand our problems. I think American Superintendents are extremely professional and are in total command of their courses although I should like to have their yearly budget to use on my course.